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Hello!
I’m Bryce
I founded Metorik in 2016.
Worked with thousands of 
WooCommerce stores.
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Let’s solve some UX issues

▪ Low-hanging fruit - small changes with a big impact
▪ MVP approach - something is better than nothing
▪ Variety of ways to solve the same thing
▪ What works for you - use the resources you have
▪ Small UX issues: Death by a thousand cuts
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Google Chrome DevTools
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Which issues?
▪ Writing CSS to increase the hit areas

▪ Linking to a specific image in 
WooCommerce

▪ Alternate technology for popups

▪ Sticky buy button on product page

▪ Visible free shipping on the product page

▪ Guest checkout and social login
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▪ Removing unnecessary checkout fields

▪ Communicate why a checkout field 
might be necessary

▪ Disable auto-capitalization on email field

▪ Use number fields for credit card fields

▪ Make it easy to find and click the Place 
Order button on checkout



Writing CSS to increase 
the hit areas
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ISSUE!
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Let’s Solve
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Linking to a specific 
image in WooCommerce
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Make sure customers are linked to the
product in the image they click on:
- Social media
- Emails
- Landing pages

ISSUE!
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Let’s Solve
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Modify the URL

- Built into WooCommerce

- No coding required

- Really easy to do
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http://woosesh.test/product/colored-tshirt
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Attribute name: color
Attribute value / variation: black

http://woosesh.test/product/colored-tshirt?attribute_<name>=<value>

http://woosesh.test/product/colored-tshirt?attribute_color=black
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http://woosesh.test/product/colored-tshirt?attribute_color=black



Or use a plugin...
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Alternate technology for 
popups
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- No one likes popups
- Google doesn’t like them
- Not worth it
- There are other ways to have 

the same result

ISSUE!



Let’s Solve
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Alternate tech
for popups
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Abandoned cart email 
capturing - ask after 
they’ve added something 
to their cart.



Alternate tech
for popups
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Offer them something in 
exchange for their email, 
like premium content (or 
even a discount code). 

But timing is important.



Sticky buy button on 
product page
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- Mobile UX is more important 
than ever

- Make it easy for customers to 
hit the buy button

- Sticky buy button saves 
scrolling

ISSUE!



Let’s Solve
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Sticky buy button on 
product page
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- We want it to look a bit like 
this instead…

- Custom CSS!



Sticky buy button on 
product page
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Or maybe you can use a 
plugin, such as 
‘WooCommerce Sticky 
Product Bar’.



Visible free shipping on 
the product page
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- Amazon, eBay, etc. all tend to offer free shipping
- If you do too, make it obvious to customers as they may 

not expect you to
- Don’t make them go to checkout to see
- Next to add to cart button or fixed bar

ISSUE!



Let’s Solve
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Visible free shipping on 
the product page
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- Let’s write some PHP.
- We want to ‘hook’ into the 

single product page and add 
some text in a custom 
location.
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businessbloomer.com
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Visible free shipping on 
the product page
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Or maybe you can use a 
plugin, such as ‘Free 
Shipping Bar’ for 
WooCommerce - useful if 
you have a minimum spend.



Guest checkout and social login
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- Don’t make it hard for customers to 
checkout.

- They want to pay you money.
- Allow guest checkout and social login.
- Helps them when they return too as 

they don’t need to reset their 
password or remember it.

ISSUE!



Let’s Solve
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34

Allow guest checkout
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Social login
Use a plugin like WooCommerce Social Login



Removing unnecessary 
checkout fields
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- Do you need their phone 
number?

- Can you remove the shipping 
address fields?

- Do you need to collect extra info 
that’s more important?

ISSUE!



Let’s Solve
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Use a plugin (free or paid)
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Use a plugin (free or paid)
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Let’s code!
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- PHP code snippet.
- We want to ‘filter’ the 

checkout fields.
- WooCommerce Docs 

feature example code.
- Give it a try! Worst 

case you remove the 
custom code and use 
a plugin or developer.



Communicate why a checkout 
field might be necessary
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- Same as before with removing unnecessary fields.
- Plugin or custom code - let’s try both.

ISSUE!



Disable auto-capitalization on 
email field / use the right field 
type
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- Better UX on mobile as it will show the @ sign.
- Similar for phone fields.
- Normally done by default but be sure to test your store 

on mobile to see.
- If it isn’t, update Woo and/or theme. Worst case you can 

try edit the checkout field type to be email.

ISSUE!



Use number fields for credit 
card fields
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- Normally not an issue with WooCommerce, but can 
depend on your payment gateway.

- Try use a good one like Stripe or Braintree that keeps 
checkout on-site and uses Woo’s built-in checkout form.

- Apple Pay / Google Pay can improve UX / checkout.

ISSUE!



Make it easy to find and click the 
Place Order button on checkout
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Custom code can help like 
we did with the add to cart 
button.

We can make it fixed/sticky 
with some custom CSS.



Let’s Solve
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metorik.com
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Thanks!
Any questions?
You can find me at:
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@bryceadams


